[Characterization of principal predictive biomarkers of targeted therapies in thoracic cancer].
Among non-small cell lung carcinomas, adenocarcinomas are historically the first histological sub-group for which necessary and sufficient mutations driving to cancer can be targeted by tyrosine kinase inhibitors in patients with locally advanced or metastatic forms. In 2013, targeted therapies with a marketing authorization in thoracic oncology are indicated in patients whose tumor has an EGFR-positive or ALK-positive status. Biomarkers KRAS, BRAF, HER2, PI3K, and MET can account for resistance mechanisms to these treatments and are themselves subject to development of new therapeutic inhibitors. Because the systematic detection (or in the process of being) of these biomarkers has become in the last three years an essential task for pathologists and biologists working in hospital platforms of molecular genetics of cancer supported by INCa, this article aims to describe the physiological and pathophysiological role of the main predictive biomarkers of response to targeted therapies indicated in lung adenocarcinomas.